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Roadmap Towards Synthetic Ecology

  Microbial communities are involved in a myriad of important functions that span a huge variety of processes, from
biogeological cycles to human health. Therefore, challenges, such as climate change or antibiotic resistance, make
understanding them – and, eventually, controlling them in their natural environment – an urgent task. This is the
goal of the emerging field of synthetic ecology.
The control of complex consortia requires the development of an understanding of the relationship between each
microbe and its community-level functioning and of how function persists over time in a stable way. However, this
is a complex task, given the enormous biodiversity of the microbial world, the impossibility of cultivating most
species, and the influence of environmental variability on their composition.
Microbes exchange metabolites as a result of their metabolic activity, and recent theoretical and experimental work
points to a major role of metabolic interactions in the stability and functioning of microbial communities. Since it is
frequent that some microbes supply what others need, these interactions help them buffer against fluctuations in
the existing resources, and their division of labour makes them more efficient at functions like substrate
degradation. For these reasons, I postulated that the formation of stable Metabolically Cohesive Consortia
(MeCoCos) could be ubiquitous, and they may be the building blocks required to bridge the gap between what we
can control (synthetic communities) and what we intend to understand (natural biodiversity).
My goal during this fellowship is to develop, with the help of computational models, more solid theoretical
foundations for the definition of MeCoCos and to explore its scientific and philosophical consequences. Some
questions of interest are: What environmental conditions favour the emergence of MeCoCos? Should MeCoCos be
considered a new object of selection? Could Rosen’s definition of life be extended to MeCoCos? Could MeCoCos play
a role in the transition to multicellularity?
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